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Aims of SACC
• To develop and validate a model for decentralized hepatitis C
care and treatment in Copenhagen, Denmark
• To increase the uptake of hepatitis C testing and linkage to
care in order to reduce the hepatitis C related morbidity and
mortality among drug users in Denmark

SACC participants
SACC is a collaboration between
• 12 drug treatment centers in Copenhagen, Denmark (N≈2000)
• Department of Infectious Diseases at Rigshospitalet and Hvidovre Hospital,
Copenhagen
• Centre for Health & Infectious Disease Research (CHIP)

A three-year project (June 2014 – June 2017) funded by the Capital
Region in Denmark and Social Services Department, City of
Copenhagen

Divided into two phases
• A pilot phase involving three drug treatment centres
• A validation phase including the nine other drug treatment centres
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Current model for testing and
treatment of hepatitis C
Lab
Blood tests

Drug treatment
center

Hospital
Hepatitis C evaluation and
treatment

• Counseling on HIV and hepatitis
• Referral to lab for HIV and hepatitis
screening
• Referral to hospital for clinical
evaluation and treatment

New treatment model for hepatitis C
Lab

Drug treatment
center

Hospital

• Counseling on HIV and hepatitis
• Screening for HIV and hepatitis

Prescription and monitoring of
HCV treatment

• Clinical evaluation and treatment
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Information and teaching
Leaflets about hepatitis and HIV

Hepatitis and HIV teaching:

h

• Health care personnel
• Other staff
• Clients

Testning for hepatitis og hiv
• Testing for hepatitis A, B, C and HIV offered at the drug
treatment center
• Dried blood spot testing for anti-HCV has been evaluated as
an alternative to venipuncture
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The SACC database
Lab results:
•
•

Pathology

Serology
Biochemistry

Radiology
Fibroscan

Patient chart
from drug
treatment center

Patient hospital chart

Overview of the
individual patient and
entire population

The SACC database

Department of
Infectious
diseases

CHIP

Drug treatment
centres
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The SACC database

Annual hepatitis/HIV plans
•

PDF with interpretation of
hep/HIV results & plan for further
follow up is generated in the
database

•

Plans are send to drug treatment
centre via email programme in
database

•

Staff at drug treatment centres
will follow up on the
recommendations
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Hepatitis C testing
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Total N=1984

Specialized institution N=268

Treatment unit N=1188

Evaluation unit N=528

1202/1984 227/268

794/1188

Tested for anti-HCV

181/528

406/1984

117/268

273/1188

HCV-RNA+

16/528

Hepatitis C testing
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Total N=1984

Specialized institution N=268

Treatment unit N=1188

Evaluation unit N=528

61 %

1202/1984 227/268

794/1188

Tested for anti-HCV

181/528

406/1984

117/268

273/1188

HCV-RNA+

16/528
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Hepatitis C testing
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Total N=1984

Specialized institution N=268

Treatment unit N=1188

Evaluation unit N=528

20.5%

1202/1984 227/268

794/1188

Tested for anti-HCV

181/528

406/1984

117/268

273/1188

HCV-RNA+

16/528

Fibroscanning
• Takes place at drug treatment
centres
• ≈90 (23%) have been scanned
• 20% have ≥10 kPa, which is the
objective treshold for HCV
treatment according to Danish
guidelines

Donated by the Augustinus Foundation

• We estimate that 75% of all
persons with chronic hepatitis C
will undergo fibroscanning
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Assessment of treatment adherence

HCV treatment
• Prescribed by hepatitis C specialists at hospital
• ≈75% of those with >10 kPa are estimated to be eligible for
treatment, i.e. able to adhere to treatment and with low risk of HCV
reinfection
• HCV medicine dispensed at drug treatment centre
• Treatment is ongoing. Preliminary results are limited, but so far
succesful
• However, based on current treatment criteria, it is estimated that
only 10% of all patients with chronic hepatitis C will start treatment
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Conclusions
• The current model of HCV assessment and treatment is inadequate to
address the needs of injection drug users and other vulnerable groups
• We are developing an new innovative model for decentralized HCV
care, where all blood tests, evaluation of liver disease and treatment,
will take place at the drug treatment centre
• The database that collects all relevant HCV-related data is providing
valuable overview of both the individual clients and of the entire
population
• Preliminary results have shown improvements in the uptake of HCV
screening and fibroscanning. HCV treatment results are limited, but so
far succesful
19

Perspectives
•

Although the SACC model improves access to testing and linkage to care
among drug users with hepatitis C, the current approach to hepatitis C
treatment in Denmark is unlikely to reduce HCV transmission significantly

•

A working group has been formed to explore the possibilities of
continuing and expanding the SACC model beyond the three-year project
period

•

Dissemination of the entire SACC model to other countries requires a high
degree of digitalization of health data

•

Experiences with breaking down barriers between separate parts of the
health care system could potentially be expanded to other medical
specialties
/ SIDE
20
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